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About Agrical
Agrical, a McLarens company has been providing premium, independent,
specialist Loss Adjusting and Claims Management Services to the
insurance sector since 2002. From locations across the UK we serve the
insurance industry, Lloyd’s and London market and self-insured bodies.

Our Farm, Estates &
Rural Business expertise
We have many years’ experience as the leading rural loss
adjuster in the UK. Our Specialist focus has allowed us to
establish industry leading technical knowledge and best
practices. This makes us best placed to deal with claims,
of all sizes and perils in the agricultural and agri-business
sectors.
Our adjusters’ agri-sector expertise, gives them the
knowledge and know-how to manage claims covering:
• Buildings: Farm & Private
• Arable, Dairy, Livestock, Poultry
• Machinery/Motor
• Land Diversification Enterprises
• Equine & Bloodstock
• Food/Produce, Transit, Frozen Food
• Estates, Historic/Listed Buildings

The services at your disposal
We offer a range of farm, estates and rural business
services including:
• Forensic accounting
• Large and complex loss
• Public and product liability
• Revenue/BI
• Contracting risks

Business benefits
We are the leading provider of specialist agricultural
Loss Adjusting services in the UK. Our comprehensive
understanding of the agricultural insurance market is
underpinned by an unrivalled technical knowledge of the
farming, rural business and affinity industries. We also
have the in-depth appreciation of estate management
and inter-party relationships that this area requires.
Key to our involvement are the underwriting insights
and client feedback we have gathered over our years of
service to the agricultural and insurance sectors. Our
full UK coverage helps us to deliver a high level of client
satisfaction through our local presence.

Case studies
Quick response over Christmas meant
pig losses were cut in the New Year
Farm fires can be traumatic particularly when they
involve the loss of livestock. Following notification of
a fire on Christmas Eve, our adjusters attended a high
health status pig farm where a farrowing house had
suffered severe damage. Sadly a number of breeding
sows died together with their progeny. Experience
in dealing with incidents of this nature enabled our
adjusters to understand the impact of the incident on
both the Policyholder’s ability to operate and the longer
term performance of the closed herd. We initiated post
loss assistance in sourcing replacement temporary

structures to minimise the short-term impacts to the
business. Detailed discussions coupled with retained
specialist advice, facilitated negotiations which led
to the agreement of appropriate strategies with the
Policyholder to minimise the impact of the loss of
breeding animals.
Our proactive interventions on the claim resulted in six
figure savings for the insurers and helped the insured’s
business return to optimum production in the shortest
possible time.
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